THE LOST BOY

**Focus**: Equal Opportunities for Pupils

**Synopsis**

Ejike submits a model for a competition but runs away because he lacks confidence.

Ezekiel is lamenting Ejike’s disappearance. Titus is equally worried. Mama Adjua who has just arrived wants to know the latest report concerning Ejike. Titus tells them that according to investigations, Ejike was last seen with Major who said they talked about the gifted children’s award and his interest in participating. Mama Adjua and Ezekiel wonder how dull Ejike could imagine being part of such an award. Mama Adjua says she is worried about how much ritual killing is going on as she has seen a headless body just yesterday.

Sergeant Vitus arrives with good and bad news. There was an accident that claimed lives. Someone might need to come with him to the mortuary for identification. Ezekiel and others lament. Titus thinks Ejike didn’t deserve to die even if he wasn’t such a bright child. Ejike appears at this point. People are scared and think he is a ghost. He tells them he ran away because he wasn’t too sure of his walkie-talkie model. Titus is surprised the walkie talkie is Ejike’s model because it has been selected. Ejike too is surprised.